Touch Panel Multi-function Telephone –User’s Manual
VEF TA - 503
I. Functions
* Touch screen.
* FSK/DTMF Caller ID system.
* 100 incoming call number memories.
* 30 dialed number memories.
* 10 indirect memories.
* Two IP dialing modes. Long-distance calling back or dialing “0” will
automatically dial IP number.
* Optional “0” in long-distance call dialing back.
* Two groups of local area code.
* LCD brightness adjustable.
* Flash time adjustable.
* Pause time adjustable.
* Pre-dialing.
* Music on hold.
* 12-digit calculator.
* Electronic calendar for 2000~2099. Real date/time and week display.
* Electronic calendar (with lunar calendar) for 2000~2033.
II. Operation
Telephone Setting
Press CE SET/SAVE key to enter into telephone setting, press UP&DOWN to
select items, and press CE SET/SAVE key again to enter the setting of the
items. Press DEL to exit setting.
1.

Set Date/Time

“SET 1 DATE” on LCD means date/time setting. Press CE SET/SAVE to get into
setting mode, and use CE SET/SAVE key to set Year, Month, Day, Hour, Minute,
and 12/24 hours format. Press UP&DOWN to adjust the contents of the items.
2.

Set Local Area Code

Set local area code when “SET 2 CODE” appears on LCD. Press CE SET/SAVE
key and LCD will show “CODE 1 ----”.

The first “-” will blink, meaning

to set first digital number of the first local area code. Use UP&DOWN keys
to choose a number from 0-9 or “-”. Press CE SET/SAVE key again and you
will come to set the second digital number of the first local code, and
so on for the other digits. When the first local area code setting is
finished, the second local area number setting will begin.
3.

Set Flash Time

Set flash time when LCD shows “SET 3 FLASH”. Press CE SET/SAVE key and
enter into time setting. Use UP&DOWN keys to adjust flash time. The options
are 1000ms, 600ms, 300ms and 100ms. Default setting is 600ms
4.

Set Auto IP

Set automatic IP dialing when LCD shows “SET 4 AUTO IP”. Press CE SET/SAVE
key and LCD will display “AUTO IP ON” or “AUTO IP OFF”, which shows the
IP function is on or off. Use UP&DOWN to turn on or turn off Auto IP function.
Press CE SET/SAVE again to enter into IP number setting, and use number
keys to input new IP number. Press DEL key to delete the wrong number.
When picking up handset or turning on speaker-phone and dialing “0”, the
telephone will automatically dial IP number first.
5.

SET IP Number

Set IP number when LCD displays “SET 5 IP”. Press CE SET/SAVE key and then
use number keys to input IP number. Press DEL to delete the wrong digital
numbers.
6.

Set LCD Brightness

Set LCD brightness when LCD shows “Set 6 LCD”. The LCD brightness has 5
levels. Press CE SET/SAVE key and use UP&DOWN to choose a brightness level.
7.

Set Pause Time

Set pause time when LCD shows “SET 7 PAUSE”. Press CE SET/SAVE key and
use UP/DOWN keys to select pause time. The options are 0.5s, 1.0s, 1.5s,
2.0s, 2.5s, 3.0s, 3.5s, and 4.0s. The default is 4.0 seconds.
III.

Function Keys

1.

Incoming Call Number Review

Use UP&DOWN keys to review the incoming call numbers. Pressing DEL will
delete the currently reviewed number. Pressing DEL key over 2 seconds will
delete all reviewed numbers.
2.

Dialed Number Review

Press DOUT key first to enter into dialed number reviewing mode, and review
the dialed number using DOUT&UP keys. Press DEL key to delete the present
dialed numbers and pressing DEL key over 2 seconds to erase all reviewed
numbers.
3.

Pre-dialing/Dialing Back/Long-distance Call Dialing Back

Input phone number on hook, press RD key and pick up the handset, the number
will be automatically dialed. Pressing RD when reviewing the incoming or
dialed numbers will dial the present number on screen. Pressing RD twice
will add “0” in front of the present number on screen to make long distance
call.

4. 12-digit Calculator
Pressing AC key on hook will activate calculation function. Press DEL to
exit from the function.
5. Auto Dial
When the dialed number is busy in talking mode, press RD to repeat the
dialed number. To repeat the last dialed number pick up the handset and
press RD.
6. Music on Hold/Lunar Calendar
* Pressing HOLD in talking mode will activate Music on Hold.
* Pressing HOLD in standby mode will activate lunar calendar on LCD screen,
and pressing HOLD again will switch to solar calendar.
7. Save/Dial Saved Telephone Number
* Saving telephone number— In talking mode, CE SET/SAVE + telephone number
+ CE SET/SAVE + Memory code (numerical key), that will save the telephone
number to the memory code.
* Dialing saved number—Pressing AC key + memory code will automatically
dial the telephone number saved under the memory code. There are totally
10 number memories coded from 0 to 9.
8. Auto IP
* Pressing 0 over 2 seconds will activate Auto IP function, and pressing
0 over 2 seconds again will turn off the function. The default setting
is Auto IP, and the IP number is 17909.
* When pre-dialing or dialing back a number beginning with 0 while Auto
IP function is on, the set IP number in Auto IP will be added automatically
added to the front of the telephone number.
9. P/T
* Pressing * over 2 seconds, when “TONE DIAL” displays on screen, it means
the telephone is in tone dialing mode, and when “PULSE DIAL” displays,
it means the telephone is in pulse dialing mode.
In PULSE mode pick up the handset and press * to switch to TONE mode just
for one call.

